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Small-scale turbulent mixing drives the upwelling of deep water masses in the abyssal 1

ocean as part of the global overturning circulation1. However, the processes leading to 2

mixing and the pathways through which this upwelling occurs remain insufficiently un- 3

derstood. Recent observational and theoretical work suggests that deep water upwelling 4

may be focused in bottom boundary layers on the ocean’s sloping seafloor; however, direct 5

evidence of this is lacking2;3;4;5. Here, we present observations from a near-bottom dye 6

release within a canyon on the North Atlantic continental slope showing upwelling across 7

density surfaces at a rate of 250 ± 75 m day−1 over three days, ∼10,000 times higher 8

than the global average value required to account for ∼30 Sv of upwelling globally6. The 9

vigourous upwelling is coupled with adiabatic exchange of near-boundary and interior fluid. 10

These results provide direct evidence of strong, bottom-focused diapycnal upwelling in the 11

deep ocean, supporting previous suggestions that mixing at topographic features, such as 12

canyons, leads to upwelling3;7. 13

The oceanic overturning circulation plays an important role in regulating the global climate by re- 14

distributing tracers such as heat, carbon and nutrients throughout the oceans. Transport across density 15

surfaces (isopycnals) by turbulent mixing has long been recognised as a key part of the circulation. Be- 16

ginning with Munk 6 , it has been argued that cross-isopycnal upwelling of deep water is primarily driven 17

by the widespread mixing caused by breaking internal waves in waters deeper than ∼2000 m5;8;9;10;11. 18

Tides generate internal wave energy at a rate of ∼1 TW, sufficient to mix abyssal waters across the 19

stable deep stratification to the ocean’s ventilated mid-depth and upper layers8;12;13;14. Observations in 20

search of the necessary mixing found that turbulent diffusivities in the ocean interior were at least an 21

order of magnitude smaller than the average value needed to close the abyssal buoyancy budget, imply- 22

ing the existence of regions of intense mixing to compensate for the low observations and thus maintain 23

the circulation15. More recent measurements have shown that mixing due to breaking internal waves 24

typically intensifies towards the seafloor, particularly around rough topographic features16;17;18;19;20. In 25

the ocean interior, a one-dimensional mixing profile integrating these observations (which yields an in- 26

crease in mixing with depth) implies a divergent turbulent buoyancy flux leading to downwelling2;3;21. 27

Thus, internal wave breaking in the interior might not produce the required upwelling as was previously 28

thought, leaving open the question of how deep waters return to the surface. 29

To resolve this apparent paradox, upwelling may be confined to bottom boundary layers (BBLs) 30
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within which the buoyancy flux perpendicular to the boundary must decrease to zero due to the re-31

quirement of no flux through the boundary itself4;5;22. The convergent turbulent buoyancy flux leads32

to upwelling near the boundary. The no flux condition assumes no geothermal heat flux through the33

seafloor. However, geothermal heat flux reinforces upwelling at the boundary by warming deep waters34

from below23;5. A frictional BBL due to a uniform shear flow above a flat surface is well-mixed and35

homogeneous. However, above sloping topography, where re-stratification is an important factor and36

3-d processes such as internal wave breaking play a role, the definition of a BBL becomes murky.37

Microstructure measurements at a Southern Ocean sill24;25 and within a Mid-Atlantic Ridge fracture38

zone canyon3;26 showed enhancement of turbulent dissipation with depth which suggested densification39

away from the boundary, but lightening along the steep sloping topography. Numerical simulations40

of deliberate chemical tracer releases showed that the tracer upwelled rapidly as it was advected into41

the BBL23;27. Observations7;19;28 and subsequent numerical simulations of near-boundary flow29 suggest42

a vigorous exchange of mixed fluid with the interior, pointing to the importance of adiabatic and43

intermittent processes. Together, these results suggest that boundaries may play an important role in44

upwelling and reinvigorate fundamental debates on the nature of boundary mixing15;30;31;32. However, all45

evidence has, to date, been inferred indirectly from microstructure observations or numerical simulations46

and based on a range of debatable assumptions.47

In this study, we present results from a dye release conducted as part of the Boundary Layer Turbu-48

lence and Abyssal Recipes (BLT Recipes) experiment. A major goal of the experiment was to provide49

observational confirmation of vigorous near-boundary abyssal upwelling, and to explain the physics50

driving it. The experiment site chosen was the Rockall Trough (Figure 1), given its relatively flat, deep51

interior and steep sides. These characteristics enable a clear distinction between interior and boundary52

processes, which is essential for determining the driving forces behind the transformation of deep water.53

In particular, the study was conducted in a narrow, slope-incising canyon on the eastern side of the54

Rockall Trough. The canyon is 9 km wide at the mouth and 32 km long from the 2900 m isobath to the55

tip of the eastern branch of the canyon at the 1200 m isobath. On average, the canyon walls rise 40056

m above the thalweg. The canyon splits into a southward and south-eastward branch around 11◦W 56’57

60", 54◦N 13’ 48". Our measurements focused on the south-eastward branch of the canyon.58

The region has strong barotropic and internal tides that should contribute significantly to mixing on59

the continental slope35;36. The behavior of internal tides interacting with topography depends on the60
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Figure 1: Overview of the study region based on multibeam measurements made during the BLT
Recipes experiment and global bathymetry products33;34. (a) Canyon bathymetry in the vicinity of the
measurements used for this study. Thin contours are every 20 m and thick contours are every 100 m.
Locations of the FastCTD transects (black lines), 12 hour time-series station (orange circle), moorings
(MP1 and MP2) and dye release are shown. M2 tidal ellipses for each mooring estimated from the
average velocity within 100 m of the seafloor are shown with a scale bar of 0.05 m s−1. Shading shows
the logarithm of slope criticality to the M2 internal tide given the mean stratification from shipboard
CTD stations during the experiment (not shown). (b) Bathymetry of the full canyon. Thin contours
are every 100 m, thick contours are every 500 m. The blue box marks the region shown in panel (a).
(c) Bathymetry of the Rockall Trough, contours every 1000 m. Land is coloured in grey. The location
of the canyon is marked by the blue cross.

ratio of the topographic slope (α) to the propagation angle 61

s =

√

ω2 − f 2

N2 − ω2
(1)

of the internal wave (the criticality)37, where ω is the internal wave frequency, f is the local inertial 62

frequency and N2 is the buoyancy frequency. To estimate criticality, we use the time-mean buoyancy 63

frequency estimated from shipboard CTD casts collected within and around the canyon during the BLT 64

Recipes experiment. The canyon thalweg, with an average slope of 4◦, has a similar slope to the internal 65

semi-diurnal (M2) tides (α
s
≈ 1), implying local generation and critical reflection of the internal tide 66

within the canyon. The canyon side walls are supercritical (α
s
> 1; blue colours in Figure 1), which 67

tends to lead to reflection and scattering of incident waves. 68

Time series from a short-term mooring (MP1) deployed near the canyon fork document flow primarily 69

parallel to the axis of the canyon, with flow reversals occurring twice daily. Daily asymmetry in peak 70

velocity strength indicates the presence of both a semi-diurnal and diurnal internal tide (Figure 2). Note 71

that the diurnal tide is topographically trapped at this location as the diurnal frequency is sub-inertial. 72
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Up-canyon flow brings dense water up from deeper in the canyon, while isopycnals plunge downward73

during down-canyon flow.74

Diapycnal upwelling measured by dye75

To directly measure the diapycnal transformation of deep water in the canyon, a cloud of fluorescein dye76

was released near the seafloor in the centre of the canyon. Previous dye releases have focused on shallow,77

coastal or lake environments38;39;40;41;42. Here, the dye was released in 1870 m of water, approximately78

10 m above the canyon floor and at a conservative temperature of 3.53 ◦C. The rapid profiling “Fast79

CTD” (FCTD; details in Methods) carried a fluorometer, enabling high spatial and temporal resolution80

profiles of dye down to 2200 m depth and facilitating direct observations of the effect of turbulent mixing81

near the sloping bottom. Also onboard the FCTD was a micro-conductivity probe that measured the82

dissipation rate of temperature variance (χ), a measure of effective turbulent mixing. We focus on83

transformation of the dye within the first 3 days after release.84

The dye allows us to quantify the rate of flow across isopycnals, or equivalently the lightening rate85

needed to keep the system in steady state. To do this, we track the evolution of the dye in density space86

using the dye weighted average43;44 (see Methods). We use the density variable of potential density87

anomaly, σθ = ρθ−1000 kg m−3, referenced to a pressure of 1500 db. While seawater density depends on88

both temperature and salinity, density is approximately linear in temperature in this region45, permitting89

us to use temperature and density interchangeably to characterize upwelling.90

The first moment of potential density anomaly, σθ, estimated using the tracer-weighted average,91

represents the centre of mass of the dye in density space. By estimating how the density of dyed waters92

decreased with time we can infer an upwelling rate across isopycnals (Figure A4). The first observation93

of the dye was made two hours after release (Figure 3a). The dye cloud was still very concentrated at94

this time. The centre of mass was at a potential density anomaly of σθ = 34.660 kg m−3. Little mixing95

with lighter waters occurred since the dye release at σθ = 34.661 kg m−3 (Figure 3d). The isotherms were96

stretched vertically, indicative of a large overturning event due to internal wave breaking on the slope.97

Vigorous turbulent mixing was seen along the upper edge of the bore, over 100 m above the seafloor (pink98

contour, Figure 3a). The dye likely mixed strongly across this interface. Fifteen hours after release, the99

dye was observed as the ship travelled down the canyon (Figure 3b). The dye had lightened since the100
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Figure 2: Moored measurements of (a) along-canyon velocity (up-canyon is positive), (b) conservative
temperature, (c) dissipation rate of temperature variance on a log scale and (d) dye concentration in
parts per billion from MP1. The threshold for dye concentration detection for the fluorometer onboard
the MP1 is 0.006 ppb. Thin black contours show every 0.1 ◦C. The release isotherm of 3.53 ◦C in
conservative temperature is shown with the thick black contour. Thick black lines along the top of
panel (a) indicate times of FCTD transects shown in Figure 3. Note that the battery for dissipation
and fluorometer measurements stopped around 38 hours after the dye release.

up-canyon transect, and the centre of mass was at σθ = 34.632 kg m−3. Less turbulence was observed 101

during this transect, consistent with other observations that mixing is associated with up-canyon tidal 102

flow19;46;45. Note that in contrast, mixing at MP1, further down the canyon, is associated with down- 103

canyon flow. Over the subsequent observations, the dye became more diffuse and spread both vertically 104

and horizontally, as seen during the FCTD time series completed at the end of the survey (Figure 3c). 105

Using a weighted linear regression to the observed centres of mass (see Methods), we observed a 106

diapycnal upwelling rate (wdye) of 250 ± 75 m day−1 over all observations. Velocity measurements from 107

both the MP1 (1 week record) and MP2 (3 month record) moorings show that the record-mean along- 108

canyon flow was up-canyon within 500 m of the seafloor and density decreased towards the head of the 109

canyon (Figure 4). The momentum balance driving the up-canyon flow is currently under investigation. 110

Candidate driving forces include i) large-scale pressure gradients set by the mesoscale and/or mean 111

circulation fields and ii) convergent radiation stresses47. Regardless, the flow is constricted by the 112

canyon topography, so in order to maintain this along-canyon flow down the density gradient, there 113

must be mixing across isopycnals21;48;49. Since the canyon is sloping upwards, the flow must have a 114

vertical component ualong sinα where ualong is along-canyon velocity and α is the bathymetric slope. 115
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Figure 3: Example observations of dye concentration measured using the FCTD at (a) 2.5 hours, (b)
15 hours and (c) 47.5 hours after release. Dye concentration is shown in parts per billion (ppb) in
colour, isotherms who’s mean depths are separated by 10 m are shown with thin black contours and the
χ = 1×10−7.5 ◦C2s−1 contour is shown in magenta on each panel denoting regions of enhanced turbulent
mixing. Thick black contours indicate reference conservative temperatures 3.65 ◦C, 3.85 ◦C and 4.05 ◦C
for panels (a), (b) and (c) respectively. The threshold of dye concentration detection for the fluorometer
onboard the FCTD is 0.06 ppb. Panel (d) shows a temperature-salinity diagram of the centre of mass
for each transect. Scatter points are coloured by time since the dye release in hours and the size of the
data point indicates average concentration during the transect. Scatters with thick outlines are labelled
a, b and c, and correspond to the examples shown in panels (a), (b) and (c). Temperature and salinity
at which the dye was released is marked with the green star. Grey contours show lines of constant
potential density anomaly in kg m−3. (See Figure A5 for the full temperature-salinity distribution of
each transect.)
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Using the time and depth mean along-canyon velocity of 0.02 m s−1 from the week-long MP1 record 116

leads to a mean vertical upwelling velocity of ∼100 m day−1. Our estimate of the upwelling velocity from 117

the observed velocities is consistent to within a factor of 2.5 of the dye-inferred value, giving confidence 118

in our result. 119

Exchange with the interior 120

The MP1 mooring was located down-canyon of the release site during the dye experiment. The dye 121

reached the mooring twice, 20 hours after release and 32 hours after release (Figure 2). The FCTD 122

survey of the dye 20 hours after release (Figure 4) captured the up-canyon edge of the dye. Dye 123

concentrations were much lower at the mooring than at the FCTD location, suggesting that only the 124

edge of the patch reached the mooring location. These two sets of measurements suggest that the patch 125

size 20 hours after release was at least 4 km in length (note that the fluorometer on the mooring was 10 126

times more sensitive than the one on the FCTD (see methods), therefore, additional weakly concentrated 127

dye further up the canyon may have gone undetected by the FCTD). In both the FCTD and mooring 128

record the dye was colder than the 3.85 ◦C isotherm. In the mooring record, the dye remained warmer 129

than the release isotherm suggests the dye was confined between the 3.53 ◦C and 3.85 ◦C isotherms 130

along the canyon. The dye was ∼50 m at MP1, forming a tongue of dye that extended into the interior. 131

Given the along-canyon tidal excursion ∼ 4 km this picture is consistent with periodic advection of dye 132

into the interior by tidal sloshing29. 133

Summary 134

This work provides direct evidence of diapycnal upwelling along a sloping canyon in the deep ocean. 135

Upwelling velocities of 250 ± 75 m day−1 unambiguously demonstrate that processes at steeply sloping 136

topography led to rapid upwelling of deep water to lighter density classes. 137

Diapycnal upwelling observed here is four orders of magnitude larger than the average upwelling 138

value inferred from the ocean interior required to maintain the global deep-ocean density stratification6. 139

In a fracture zone canyon of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, the mean upwelling velocity inferred from along- 140

canyon velocity was 1.7 m day−1 26. Up-canyon velocity magnitude was similar to that seen here, 141
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Figure 4: Along-canyon overview of the observations, in distance from the head of the canyon (see
Figure A2 for a map showing along-canyon distances). Inset axes show time mean profiles of along-
canyon velocity at MP1 (located at 11.3 km along the canyon, averaged over the full 1-week record)
and MP2 (located at 4.8 km along the canyon, averaged over the full 3-month record. Note that MP2
was deployed after MP1 was taken out of the water). Dye concentration from an example transect 20
hours after the dye release along the canyon axis is shown between 5.5 and 8 km, with the highest
concentrations shown with green colours (see Figure A1d for more detail). The 3.85◦C isotherm is
contoured in black. Coloured dots show dye concentration measured using the fluorometer on the MP1
mooring also at 20 hours after release. Note that colour scales for dye transect and moored profile dye
concentrations are different and the detection threshold is 0.06 ppb for the FCTD measurements and
0.006 ppb for the MP1 measurement. Depths of the 3.85 ◦C and 3.53 ◦C isotherms at this time are
marked with black crosses on the MP1 profile.
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however, the much shallower bathymetric slope led to a relatively smaller upwelling velocity. Diapycnal 142

upwelling in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge canyon has been determined to be controlled by the shape of 143

the topography (hypsometry)26;32. In Monterey Canyon, estimates of upwelling using microstructure 144

turbulence observations were also up to 3 orders of magnitude smaller than our observations and ranged 145

from 0.2 to 1 m day−1 over the BBL due to hypsometry. The hypsometry of our canyon is insufficient 146

to produce the observed upwelling (see Methods). Global estimates of diapycnal velocities based on a 147

parametrisation of tidal mixing yield boundary-focused upwelling velocities up to ∼ 1 × 10−3 m day−1
148

in the abyssal ocean50. Differences between the 0.5◦ resolution bathymetry used and local topography 149

may lead to lower turbulence values than are required to give the upwelling observed here. The tidal 150

mixing climatology also does not account for the spring-neap cycle or time-variability in stratification51. 151

While observational limitations in this study lead to uncertainty in the dye-inferred upwelling actu- 152

ally experienced by the dye the similarity between independent estimates of dye-based upwelling and 153

diapycnal upwelling due to along-canyon flow is encouraging. 154

Diapycnal upwelling was coupled with tidal sloshing that transported dye away from the boundary 155

along isopycnals. Complementary observations from the FTCD and long-term moorings during our ex- 156

periment found that periods of intense mixing and upwelling were associated with convective breaking 157

of the internal tide within the canyon45 (A.C.N.G., C.P.S., M.H.A., Bieto Fernández-Castro, K.L.P., 158

G.V., B.L.W.C., N.C., Alexander Forryan, H.F.D., X.R., H.M., M.J.M., Eleanor E. Frajka-Williams, 159

R.F. (in prep.)). Episodic internal wave breaking has been observed elsewhere, on steep slopes within 160

canyons46;52;53, on seamounts19, ridges54;55 and continental shelves56;57; however, the shear or convective 161

nature of the breaking varies by location. Our results provide support for previous theoretical and nu- 162

merical studies which propose that near-boundary mixing is important for deep-ocean upwelling4;5;22;27. 163

However, these previous studies focused on diabatic and steady flows, unlike the tidally modulated flows 164

we observed here. 165

Our work suggests that acknowledgement of the time-variable, three-dimensional nature of near- 166

boundary mixing processes may be essential to the adequate representation and understanding of 167

BBL upwelling physics. Based on our observations and the widespread distribution of submarine 168

canyons across the globe, previous global scalings based on weaker upwelling velocities may be under- 169

estimates26;7;50. Upwelling within these canyons may play an even more significantly role in the upwelling 170

of deep-water than previously thought. 171
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Methods 319

BLT Recipes Experiment 320

The data presented here were collected during expedition DY132 of RRS Discovery 1 between June 19, 321

2021 and July 29, 2021, supported by the NERC and NSF-funded Boundary Layer Turbulence and 322

Abyssal Recipes project. The experiment consisted of a dye release together with surveys and moorings 323

measuring hydrographic data, velocity, and shear and temperature microstructure. 324
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Dye release325

A fluorescent dye (fluorescein C20H10O5Na2) was used for this experiment. The mixture used for the326

release consisted of 64 L of isopropyl, 6 L of seawater and 149 L of 40% fluorescein liquid. The mixture327

was chosen to be denser than the local water at the desired depth to ensure that it was released properly328

and did not rise without mixing. The dye release system (InkBot) comprises a 219 L drum equipped329

with a Seabird SBE 911plus CTD, an AQUAtracka III fluorometer (Chelsea Technologies Group), an330

altimeter, and an OCEANO 2500S Universal acoustic release. For deployment, the InkBot was attached331

to the CTD sea cable and lowered to 10 m above the bottom using the ship winch. Once in position,332

the drum was emptied by simultaneously flipping the drum and opening the drum lid using the acoustic333

release. The drum was upside down for 15 minutes, while readings from the onboard CTD enabled the334

winch operator to ensure that the InkBot remained at the release temperature. The dye release began335

at 03:01 am on July 1, 2021. The dye release surveys were completed using the Fast CTD.336

Fast CTD337

The Fast CTD (FCTD) system2 is a tethered profiler with a Seabird SBE49 CTD, a dual needle micro-338

conductivity probe (built in-house at Scripps Institution of Oceanography by the Multiscale Ocean339

Dynamics group) and for this experiment, a Turner C-FLUOR fluorometer and an altimeter. The340

instrument was raised and lowered with a direct drive electric winch at vertical speeds of approximately341

3 m s−1 while the ship was steaming at a speed of 0.5–1 knot. Data from both up and down-casts were342

used. The goal of the FCTD survey was to sample the dye release as many times as possible before343

dye concentrations became too low to be detected. Transects were focused along the canyon axis to344

transit from one end of the dye patch to the other before turning around and repeating. Additionally,345

two cross-canyon transects and a 12 hour time-series station were completed to better understand the346

full extent of the dye patch. During a transect, the FCTD profiled over ∼100 m vertical range and to347

within < 10m of the seafloor. Data from the FCTD were monitored and used interactively to guide the348

survey.349

The micro-conductivity probe was used to estimate dissipation rate of temperature variance (χ).350

Conductivity gradients can be used since temperature dominates the conductivity variance3.351
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MP1 Mooring 352

The mooring (MP1) was deployed on the canyon axis at 2028-m water depth. The mooring was 600 m 353

tall and consisted of a downward looking RDI Longranger 75 kHz Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler 354

(ADCP) mounted in the top float and a McLane Moored Profiler outfitted with a Seabird SBE52 CTD, a 355

Falmouth Scientific Inc acoustic current meter, and an Epsilometer turbulence package (Multiscale Ocean 356

Dynamics group, Scripps Institution of Oceanography)4 to measure χ from temperature gradients, and 357

a Turner C-FLUOR fluorometer. The profiler was deployed on June 28, 2021, and profiled continuously 358

for 7 days, collecting one profile every 30 minutes. 359

Fluorometer calibration 360

The Turner C-FLUOR fluorometer calibration uses the linear relationship C = (V − a)b where C 361

is the concentration in parts per billion, V the measured voltage, a an offset and b the calibration 362

coefficient. The offset voltage was lower than the factory-provided value for both fluorometers used. 363

For MP1, we used profiles before the dye release, and for the FCTD we used the upper 500 m of 364

down-casts from the surface to measure the mean background voltage when zero dye was present. 365

We used the factory calibration coefficient for both fluorometers. This gave calibrations of CFCTD = 366

(VFCTD − 0.0140) ∗ 31.1831 and CMP = (VMP − 0.0139) ∗ 31.3309. The minimum detectable level of the 367

fluorometers was determined as three standard deviations above the mean background level. This gave 368

minimum detectable concentrations of 0.06 ppb for the fluorometer on the FCTD and 0.006 ppb for 369

the fluorometer on MP1. The factor of 10 difference between detection limits is likely due to individual 370

sensor differences and an electrically noisier channel on the FCTD. Observed dye concentrations at MP1 371

were up to three times the detection limit. At the end of the FCTD survey, the levels were down to 372

twice the detection limit. 373

Sampling uncertainty 374

Due to high flow speeds, up to 0.4 m s−1 along the canyon, the dye was advected rapidly along the 375

canyon, requiring the dye survey to focus on two-dimensional transects through the patch. A source of 376

uncertainty in our results comes from the resulting under-sampling of the dye patch. The two cross- 377

canyon transects completed during the survey (Figure A1h, i) show that lateral distribution of the dye 378
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Figure A1: Every transect ((a)-(l)) of the FCTD dye survey. Dye concentration is shown in parts per
billion (ppb) in colour, isotherms every 0.05◦C are shown with black contours, and 3.65◦C, 3.85◦C and
4.05◦C isotherms are contoured in blue, purple and red respectively. Note the different aspect ratio in
each panel. Bathymetry is shown in grey.

varied in time or along the length of the patch. During the first cross-canyon transect, the dye was379

spread fairly uniformly across the canyon width; however, in the second transect, the dye was banked380

on the northeast side of the canyon. Thus, along-canyon transects, which focused on the canyon axis,381

may at times have sampled through only the edge of the patch. With only the velocity measurements382

from MP1 (down-canyon of the dye for most of the experiment), it is difficult to estimate where in the383

cross-canyon direction the dye patch might have been. Along-canyon transects may have only sampled384

the front or back edge or a small section of the patch at times, particularly during later transects when385

the dye patch was large. Based on dye measurements from MP1 (Figure 2) we know the entire patch386

was ∼4 km long at 20 hours after the release, and since we saw dye for the duration of the 12 hour387
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Figure A2: (a) Map of the canyon with bathymetry contoured in grey. Horizontal lines mark distance
along the canyon in kilometers. Coloured lines correspond to the ship’s location for each transect. MP1
location is marked by the red cross and the location of the dye release is marked by the green star. Arrow
indicates the direction of north. (b) Distance along the canyon of each transect over time is shown with
coloured lines, which correspond to those in panel (a) and letter labels correspond to panels in Figure A1.
Thin grey lines show the approximate location of the FCTD at that time based on measured bottom
depth. The green line shows integrated velocity from the MP1 mooring, with a starting position at the
dye release location (green star) as an estimate of the along-canyon position of the dye patch.

time series (Figure A1l), we know the patch was longer than one excursion length of the semi-diurnal 388

tide (∼4 km) by the end of the record. Later along-canyon transects were all shorter than this (Figure 389

A2). To investigate the effect of under-sampling on estimates of the centre of mass, we sub-sampled the 390

cross-canyon transects (Figure A1h, i), the longest along-canyon transects (Figure A1a, c) and the time 391

series (Figure A1l). For each of these, subsets of 10 profiles were taken to estimate the variability in the 392

centre of mass. Results are shown in Figure A3. The effect of sub-sampling varies depending on the 393

transect with an average standard deviation of 0.01 kg m−3. 394

Another artefact of our sampling was due to the phase of the tide. For example, during the second 395

transect (Figure A1b) we sampled the dye in a down-canyon direction as the dye itself was moving 396

down-canyon, causing the patch to appear spread over a larger extent than it actually was. Although 397

this makes interpreting the along-canyon movement of the dye patch difficult, over-sampling should not 398

impact the estimates of the centre of mass. 399

Typically, long-term chemical tracer release surveys are designed to provide information on the three- 400

dimensional spread of the tracer. Observations are often objectively mapped to higher resolution grids5. 401

These maps provide an estimate of the fraction of tracer found. Doing such an inventory is difficult 402

given the two-dimensional nature of our sampling pattern. However, since the focus of this study is the 403
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Figure A3: Range in the centre of mass for 10 profile subsections of transects b,c,h,i and l (corresponding
to panels in Figure A1). Blue dots indicate the centre of mass (COM) for each subsection, the mean of
these is marked by black dots and the standard deviation around this mean is indicated by error bars.
COM of the entire transect is shown in red.

first rather than the second moment of the tracer, the results are less impacted by outliers.404

Calculations405

Centre of mass406

For a dye or tracer of concentration C, the tracer-weighted average operator is defined as407

(̄·) =

∫ ∫ ∫

(·)Cdxdydz
∫ ∫ ∫

Cdxdydz
. (A1)

Here, we use the first moment of the tracer weighted average of the potential density anomaly (σθ),408

which represents the centre of mass of the dye in density space, to describe the location of the dye409

patch6;7. Ideally, the integral is performed on the full extent of the three-dimensional dye patch. In410

practice, however, we are limited to the spatial information of the survey. The integrals were estimated411

as sums in the vertical and along-transect directions for each transect through the dye patch.412

Upwelling rate413

Given the first density moment, dye-weighted diapycnal velocity is given by wdye = − ∂tσθ

|∇σθ|
7. Because414

mixing acts on dye gradients as well as density gradients, the dye-weighted diapycnal velocity yields415

twice the dye-weighted density velocity, ∂tσθ = 2σ̇θ, where Dσθ/Dt = σ̇θ is the material derivative of416
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the potential density anomaly7. A total of 12 transects were completed over the 3 days before dye 417

concentrations became too low to detect. The slope of a weighted linear regression is used to estimate 418

the evolution of dye’s centre of mass over time (∂tσθ; Figure A4). Weights chosen for the regression were 419

W =
ns−2

i∑
n

i=1
s−2

i

where si are standard deviations of dye weighted density for each transect i = 1, . . . , n 420

and n = 12. Linear regression, with R
2 = 0.852, yields ∂tσθ = −1.4 × 10−3 ± 0.2 × 10−3 kg m−3

421

day−1 where the error is given by the standard error of the slope of the fit. We approximate the density 422

gradient with its vertical component (∂zσθ). Here, the horizontal gradient of the density is several orders 423

of magnitude smaller than the vertical component and therefore has a negligible impact on the vertical 424

velocity. We calculate the tracer-averaged vertical density gradient for each transect and then use the 425

weighted average over all the transects. The weights are equivalent to W , but are a function of the 426

standard deviations of the dye weighted density gradient. The density gradient used for the calculation 427

of wdye is then ∂zσθ = 1.4 × 10−4 ± 0.3 × 10−4 kg m−4. This gives an upwelling velocity of 250 ± 75 m 428

day−1, assuming that errors associated with the time rate of change of the centre of mass and the centre 429

of mass of the vertical gradient are independent. Temporal and spatial density gradients in this location 430

are not independent due to the strong influence of the tide on the stratification, however quantifying 431

this effect on the centre of mass is difficult. 432

Figure A4: (a) Weighed linear regression (solid blue line) of the centres of mass in potential density
anomaly space (black circles). Error bars show standard deviations of dye weighted density for each
transect. The residual standard error of the fit is denoted by the shaded region. Dashed lines show the
fits given the standard error on the slope and intercept. The coefficient of determination R

2 for the fit
is 0.852. (b) Centres of mass in potential density anomaly gradient space (black circles) and standard
deviation for each transect (error bars). The solid blue line shows the weighted average of the centres
of mass. The standard error of the average is smaller than the line width.
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Hypsometry433

Diapycnal upwelling due to hypsometry (whyp) within the canyon can be estimated as434

whyp =
Γ

N
2

ℓy

∂ (⟨ε⟩ℓy)

∂z
∼=

Γ⟨ε⟩

N
2

ℓy

∂ℓy
∂z

∼=
Γ⟨ε⟩

N
2

h
, (A2)

where Γ is the mixing coefficient and assumed to have a constant value of 0.28 and ℓy the canyon width435

assumed to linearly depend on height above canyon axis h9. We use average values of dissipation rate436

of turbulent kinetic energy ϵ and stratification N2 collected from 12 microstructure time-series stations437

at various locations along the canyon each spanning at least one tidal cycle (not shown). Given an438

average stratification of 3× 10−6 s−2 and a constant dissipation rate of 5× 10−8 W kg−1 within 50 m of439

the bottom, the upwelling velocity due to hypsometry is 5 m day−1. This is 50 times smaller than the440

dye-measured upwelling, therefore hypsometry alone cannot explain the observations.441

Figure A5: Binned dye concentration in conservative temperature-absolute salinity space for each tran-
sect ((a)-(l)) with contours of potential density anomaly. First tracer-weighted density moment is marked
with the red circle. Potential density anomaly of the dye at the time of release is marked with the green
star.

Data Availability442

The mooring, Fast CTD and multibeam bathymetry data are available on request from the corresponding443

author. The GEBCO global bathymetry product is available at: https://www.gebco.net/data_and_444

products/gridded_bathymetry_data/.445
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Code Availability 446

The MATLAB (R2023b) code for data processing and generation of figures in the article are available on 447

request from the corresponding author. The MATLAB Gibbs-SeaWater (GSW) Oceanographic Toolbox 448

for TEOS-10 (v3.06) is available at: https://www.teos-10.org/software.htm#1. 449
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